Olin Winchester, LLC is recalling the following lots of 9mm Luger 115 grain Full Metal Jacket and 115 grain Jacketed Hollow Point pistol ammunition.

Symbols: Q4172, RED9, USA9JHP, USA9MMVP, USA9W, WW9B

Lot Numbers:
SC03LD44, SC03LD45, SC03LD46, SC03LD47
SC13LD1, SC13LD6, SC13LD18, SC13LD44, SC13LD45, SC13LD46, SC13LD47
SC52LD44, SC52LD45, SC52LD46, SC52LD47
SC62LD44, SC62LD45, SC62LD46, SC62LD47
SC72LD44, SC72LD45, SC72LD46, SC72LD47
SC92LD44, SC92LD45, SC92LD46, SC92LD47
SD10LD1, SD10LD3, SD10LD6, SD10LD12 *, SD10LD18, SD10LD46, SD10LD47
SD50LD1, SD50LD3, SD50LD6, SD50LD11, SD50LD12, SD50LD18, SD50LD46, SD50LD47
SD60LD1, SD60LD3, SD60LD6, SD60LD11, SD60LD12, SD60LD18
SD70LD1, SD70LD3, SD70LD6, SD70LD11, SD70LD12, SD70LD18
SD80LD1, SD80LD3, SD80LD6, SD80LD11, SD80LD12, SD80LD18

*  Note: Lot Number SC10LD12 has been corrected to Lot Number SD10LD12

The Symbol designations and locations of the Lot Numbers are depicted in the photographs below.

**NOTE: If ammunition of the above Symbols was purchased before March 25, 2021, it is NOT subject to the recall.**

Winchester has determined the above lots of 9mm Luger 115 FMJ and JHP ammunition may contain propellant that does not properly ignite and burn when the cartridge is fired. Ammunition containing propellant that does not properly ignite and burn may result in a bullet remaining in the barrel (i.e., a bullet-in-bore obstruction). Firing a subsequent bullet into the bore obstruction could cause firearm damage, rendering the firearm inoperable and subjecting the shooter and bystanders to a risk of serious personal injury.

DO NOT USE WINCHESTER® 9MM LUGER 115 FMJ / JHP OF THE ABOVE SYMBOLS THAT HAS ANY OF THE ABOVE LOT NUMBERS. The ammunition Lot Number is stamped on the cartons of the Symbols involved as indicated here:
To determine if your ammunition is subject to this notice, review the Symbol and Lot Number. If it is any of the above Symbols and Lot Numbers, immediately discontinue use and contact Winchester toll-free at 844-653-8358 for free UPS pick-up of the recalled ammunition. Upon receipt of your recalled ammunition, Winchester will ship replacement ammunition directly to you or issue you a reimbursement check.

This notice applies only to the above 9mm Luger 115 FMJ and JHP Symbols with the above Lot Numbers. Other Symbols or Lot Numbers are not subject to this recall.

If you have any questions concerning this 9mm Luger 115 FMJ / JHP pistol ammunition recall please call toll-free 844-653-8358, write to Winchester (600 Powder Mill Road, East Alton, IL 62024  Attn: 9mm Luger Recall), or visit our website at www.winchester.com.

We apologize for this inconvenience.
To: Ammunition Customers
From: Ben Frank
CC: Mike Bokermann, Ed Harris, Matt Campbell, Todd Tittle, Jason Gilbertson
Date: August 20, 2021
Re: Corrected Lot Number on Winchester 9mm Luger Recall

Please reference previous Winchester, Browning and Herter’s Recall letter sent on June 21, 2021.

Winchester has identified a typographical error in one Winchester lot number listed on the recall notice and is resending this notice to make the correction. Lot Number SC10LD12 has been corrected to Lot Number SD10LD12. There is no change to the Herter’s or Browning lists of Lot Numbers.

Winchester has initiated a voluntary recall of 9mm Luger 115 grain Full Metal Jacket & 115 grain Jacketed Hollow Point. The following Winchester symbols and date codes are covered by this recall:

Symbols: Q4172, RED9, USA9JHP, USA9MMVP, USA9W, WW9B

Lot Numbers for all affected symbols:
SC03LD44, SC03LD45, SC03LD46, SC03LD47
SC13LD1, SC13LD6, SC13LD18, SC13LD44, SC13LD45, SC13LD46, SC13LD47
SC52LD44, SC52LD45, SC52LD46, SC52LD47
SC62LD44, SC62LD45, SC62LD46, SC62LD47
SC72LD44, SC72LD45, SC72LD46, SC72LD47
SC92LD44, SC92LD45, SC92LD46, SC92LD47
SD10LD1, SD10LD3, SD10LD6, SD10LD12 *, SD10LD18, SD10LD46, SD10LD47
SD50LD1, SD50LD3, SD50LD6, SD50LD11, SD50LD12, SD50LD18, SD50LD46, SD50LD47
SD60LD1, SD60LD3, SD60LD6, SD60LD11, SD60LD12, SD60LD18
SD70LD1, SD70LD3, SD70LD6, SD70LD11, SD70LD12, SD70LD18
SD80LD1, SD80LD3, SD80LD6, SD80LD11, SD80LD12, SD80LD18

* Note: Lot Number SC10LD12 has been corrected to Lot Number SD10LD12

Additionally, there are two symbols not under the Winchester brand that are affected - Herter’s 9mm Luger 115 grain Full Metal Jacket in a 50-round box and a Browning 9mm Luger 115 grain Full Metal Jacket in a 50-round box.
Herter’s Symbol: HRT9A  
Lot Numbers: SC13LD44, SC13LD45, SD10LD44, SD10LD45

Browning Symbol: B191800092  
Lot Numbers: SC13LD20, SD10LD20

**Note:** If ammunition was purchased before March 25, 2021, it is NOT subject to the recall.

Winchester has determined the above lots of 9mm Luger 115 FMJ and JHP ammunition may contain propellant that does not properly ignite and burn when the cartridge is fired. Ammunition containing propellant that does not properly ignite and burn may result in a bullet remaining in the barrel (i.e., a bullet-in-bore obstruction). Firing a subsequent bullet into the bore obstruction could cause firearm damage, rendering the firearm inoperable and subjecting the shooter and bystanders to a risk of serious personal injury.

We request that you post the attached, corrected recall notice in your store and on your website to ensure this notice reaches as many of your customers as possible.

We have identified all suspect lot numbers and are implementing a nation-wide recall.

This recall has been posted on the Winchester and Browning Ammunition websites and we have acquired ad space in upcoming print and electronic media publications.

We request that you audit any material you have in-stock, looking for the subject Symbols and Lot Numbers. If you have any of these Symbols and Lot Numbers, please isolate the material at your facility and contact your Winchester Sales Representative or call our hotline below for further instruction.

Please review the recall notice on the Winchester website (www.winchester.com). Any questions may be directed to our hotline at 1-844-653-8358 or through our product support link https://winchester.com/Support/Customers/Product-Support.

Thank you for your attention in this matter,

Ben Frank  
Manager, Product Service  
Winchester Ammunition  
618.258.3535  
bnfrank@olin.com